Communicating in Emergency Settings:
BabelDr or Telephone Interpreting?
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a study comparing two mediums that can be used to communicate with allophone patients: a speech-enabled phraselator (BabelDr) and telephone interpreting. To identify the satisfaction provided by these mediums and their pros and cons, we conducted a crossover experiment where doctors and standardized patients completed anamneses and filled in surveys. Our findings suggest that telephone interpreting offers better overall satisfaction, but both mediums presented advantages. Consequently, we argue BabelDr and telephone interpreting can be complementary.
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1. Introduction

In healthcare settings, good communication is necessary as it impacts positively patients’ recovery and emotional health [1]. In emergency departments, telephone interpreting is often used as it provides access to multiple languages and is often the most cost-effective and efficient way of communicating [2]. Phraselators can also enable medical communication while ensuring translation quality and data confidentiality. At the Geneva University Hospitals (HUG), one can use BabelDr [3]: a phraselator created specifically for triage that allows doctors to interact orally and patients to give answers using pictographs.

The primary aim of the present study was to assess patients’ and doctors’ satisfaction when using a phraselator or calling an interpreter. Our results highlight the mediums’ features playing a role in patients’ and doctors’ satisfaction. It is, to the best of our knowledge, the first research comparing telephone interpreters to a medical phraselator.

2. Method

The experiment was conducted at the HUG in March 2022. It included sixteen participants: eight French-speaking voluntary doctors from the outpatient emergency department, and eight English-speaking standardized patients. Participants were then grouped into eight pairs, each including a doctor and a patient, who had to roleplay two anamnesis scenarios (disease – medium) following a crossover design (Table 1).
Before each scenario, patients were standardized. After each scenario, all participants had to fill in a survey. They were asked to comment on the advantages and drawbacks of the medium that was used, and to assess their agreement with sentences evaluating their satisfaction for different aspects (see first column of Table 2) on a five-point Likert scale (1, completely disagree – 5 fully agree).

Table 1. Crossover design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 4</td>
<td>Appendicitis – BabelDr</td>
<td>Cholecystitis – Interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 8</td>
<td>Appendicitis – Interpreter</td>
<td>Cholecystitis – BabelDr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

Overall satisfaction with all aspects studied was higher with telephone interpreters than with BabelDr (mean value of 3.87 ±1.05, against 3.26 ±1.26). Even though no medium obtained a perfect rating, interpreters were preferred over BabelDr for all aspects but confidentiality (Table 2).

Table 2. Results. Average of the five-point Likert scale values (AVG), and standard deviation (SD). N=16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction aspect</th>
<th>BabelDr (AVG, SD)</th>
<th>Interpreting (AVG, SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>4.50 ±0.73</td>
<td>4.44 ±0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-doctor’s contact</td>
<td>2.62 ±1.15</td>
<td>3.62 ±1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem understanding</td>
<td>3.12 ±1.09</td>
<td>3.69 ±1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of communication</td>
<td>2.81 ±1.17</td>
<td>3.75 ±1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We received 88 comments on BabelDr (39 positives, 49 negatives), and 68 on phone interpreting (38 positives, 30 negatives). BabelDr’s advantages are its interface, with pictographs and written translations, and that it can be used everywhere at any time. Its main drawback is that questions are limited and cannot be asked or answered freely. Phone interpreting pros are the cultural comfort it provides and the freedom of speech it offers. The cons are mainly the unavailability and the lack of trust in the translations.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Our results show that, even though no medium has obtained a perfect rating, interpreting is considered more satisfactory than BabelDr. However, based on our results, we argue a tool such as BabelDr could compensate for the lack of interpreters for emergencies or simple cases.
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